The aim here is to express the complete OCR(t) calculation (Eq. 13 and Eq. 14; see in the article) in a spreadsheet in a user-friendly and accurate manner.
formula, which calculates the integral from (time, value) data pairs. Here the second order polynomial (Eq. 16; for independent variable x) exactly fitting on ((ta,a) , (tb,b) ,(tc,c)) data points is integrated. The integral is shown in Eq. 18 as calculated for the second time point (between x = ta and x = tb).
Eq. 17
Eq. 18
Thus integrals are determined by a running calculation of Eq. 18 on each (time, value) data pair using time points one step before, current, and one step after for each time point. This is followed by summing the integrals of all earlier time points in each time point.
These formulae were generated in Mathematica 5. 
Performing smoothing differentiation and integration with interpolation in Excel
See "differentiation and integration.xls".
• First order differentiation with Savitzky-Golay kernel (diff. order = 1, polynomial order = 2, width = 7): see formula in cell 'First order diff'!C5. First and last 3 points are discarded.
• Second order differentiation with Savitzky-Golay kernel (diff. order = 2, polynomial order = 2, width = 7): see formula in cell 'Second order diff'!C5. First and last 3 points are discarded.
• Smoothing with Savitzky-Golay kernel (diff. order = 0, polynomial order = 2, width = 7): see formula in cell 'smooth'!B5. First and last 3 points are discarded.
• Integration with 2 nd -order interpolation: the integral for each tick is calculated by fitting a second order polynomial on 3 data points, and integration of the polynomial (see formula in 'Integration with interpolation'!C3). The first integral (C2) is set to zero. To obtain the complete integral, tick integrals are summed in column D.
Performing the compartment model correction in Excel:
See "compartment model correction of OCR example.xls" (initial mix is discarded) to the end of the experiment.
• Column E: mean fluorescence data of four temperature wells.
• Column F-H: a time scale in seconds has to be established. • Column I: [O 2 ] is calculated with the temperature-dependent gain correction (Eq. and three time points after the actual time point).
• Column M: non-corrected rates calculated in pmol/min/7 μl for comparison only (7 μl is the geometric volume of the entrapped volume). Three ticks at the beginning and at the end of each measurement cycle are discarded, because of the border effect of the kernel filtering.
• Column N: The e (kAW + kW)t tag of Eq. 13.
• Column O: The time scale is copied form (H) to make the application of the precalculated integrator formula easy (see "differentiation and integration.xls").
• Columns P-R: calculation of the integral of Eq. 13 for each time point. The expression within the integral (P) is integrated first between ticks using polynomial interpolation (Q), then these tick integrals are summed (R).
• Column S: calculation of the result of Eq. 13, this yields [O 2 ] in the walls of the chamber.
• Column T: Calculation of the real biological OCR(t) by Eq. 14 in mmHg/s.
• Column U: Conversion of OCR(t) into pmol/min/22.7 μl (22.7 μl is the value of V C , thus these values reflect the OCR(t) per well. Rates at 3 ticks before and after mix and wait periods have to be removed, because of the border effect of the kernel filtering.
• Column AB-AD: Definition of [O 2 ] 0 defines the units of [O 2 ] throughout the spreadsheet. The K SV is obtained from F 0 by Eq. 2. The apparent time and rate constants and the probe response constant are given in s and 1/s, respectively. V C , the apparent chamber volume, is in μl.
• Optimization: A simplified version of the optimization procedure is given here. 
Optimization in Excel can

